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/ DECORATIVE GAS LOG SETS I
Your Decorative Gas Log Set is designed for installation in
an existing approved, fully vented, wood-burning fireplace
which includes gas hook-up. The burner may be fueled by
either natural or propane gas. A propane changeover kit
and a safety pilot are required when the unit will be used
with propane. The safety pilot assembly may also be
required by local codes for use in natural gas applications.

INSTAllATION
AND OPERATION
INSTRUCTIONS

Decorative Gas Log Sets

A WARNING
FOR YOUR SAFETY - Do not store or use gasoline or
other flammable vapors or liquids in the vicinity of
this or any other appliance.

Use the manual shut-off valve to shut off the gas sup-
ply to the fireplace before continuing with installation
procedures.

1- Open the damper and install the damper clamp over
the lip of the damper. Tighten the screw until the clamp
is secure. Refer to figure 1.

/ SHIPPING AND PACKING LIST

Hearth Kit package contains:
1- Burner/pan assembly (with internal orifice)
1- Grate
1- Bag - Sand
1- Bag - ember material
1- Bag - black cinders
2- Grate steps
1- Gas connector ATTACHED TO PAN
1-1/2" to 3/8" adaptor 1----------
1- Damper clamp
Log set package contains:
1- Front log
1- Back log
3 to 6 - Stacking accent logs of varying sizes

I
A WARNING

/ INSTALLATION I

A IMPORTANT

These instructions are intended as a general guide and do
not supersede national or local codes in any way.
Authorities having jurisdiction should be consulted before
installation.

./

.' i /..
I/ GENERAL INFORMATION

FIGURE 1
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HEARTH KIT

LEFT SIDE GAS INPUT

FIGURE 2

BRASS TO BRASS FITTINGS
00 NOT REQUIRE TEFLON
TAPE OR PIPE DOPE

RIGHT SIDE GAS INPUT

2- The burner / pan assembly is shipped ready for right-
hand gas connection.
NOTE - If an 18" log set is being installed with a
safety pilot kit, if left-hand gas supply connection
is necessary, or if unit must be converted for use
with propane gas, follow the steps outlined in the
sections which begin on page 3 and then continue
with step 3.

3- Remove the existing cap or gas jet assembly from the
gas stub in your fireplace. Clean the threads using
either a wire brush or steel wool. Apply Teflon tape or
pipe dope to the steel fitting and attach the provided
brass adaptor to the stub.

4- Place the burner / pan assembly in the fireplace. The
pan should be centered both front to back and side to
side.

A IMPORTANT
If this decorative gas log set is to be used in a
propane application, complete changeover proce-
dures as outlined in changeover kit instructions
beforecontinuing

5- Bend the provided gas connector to facilitate its install
lation between the burner and the gas stub. BE
CAREFUL! The connector is easily kinked if it is bent
too sharply.
Attach one end of the gas connector to the brass elbow
or safety pilot fitting. Attach the other end to the brass
adaptor at the gas stub.
NOTE - Brass-to-brass connections do not require
pipe dope or Teflon tape to ensure tightness. Follow the
procedures outined in the operation section on

page 5 to light the pilot or burner. Once burner or pilot
has been lit, use a soap solution to check the gas connec-
tions before proceeding. Apply soapy water to each con-
nection and watch for bubbles. If bubbles are seen, turn off
the gas, retighten the connection, relight the burner or pilot
and recheck for tightness. DO NOT use a lighted match or
other source of ignition to check for leaks. Repeat this pro-
cedure until you are sure that there are no leaks in the gas
connections.

A IMPORTANT

A WARNING
Provided sand must not be used in propane gas
applications. Vermiculite mixture provided with
propane changeover kit must be used in place of
sand.

6- Pour the provided sand (or Vermiculite) into the burner
pan. The sand should follow the slope of the pan, covering
it and the burner tube completely. Allow the sand to spill out
the front of the pan and over the sides onto the fireplace
floor. Tear or cut the ember material into smaller pieces to
make it look more realistic and spread the ember material
evenly over the sand (or Vermiculite).
REMOVE THE PROTECTIVE COVERING FROM THE
SAFETY PILOT ASSEMBLY.



A WARNING

7- Center the grate over the burner pan and set it in place as
shown in figure 3. The burner pan should be centered left-
to-right between the front legs of the grate. The front legs
of the grate should be even with the front edge of the burn
er pan.

8- Install the two grate steps on the back of the grate as
shown in figure 3.

11- Arrange the top logs on top of the base logs. This
arrangement is left up to personal preference entire-
ly. You may have to repeat this exercise several times
before deciding on your personal favorite. Refer to
figure 4.

12- Spread the black cinder material evenly around the
edge of the pan on the floor of the fireplace. If pos-
sible use the cinder material to cover the aluminum
gas connector. Again, DO NOT cover any part of
the safety pilot assembly.

SAND
(or Vermiculite)

WITH EMBER MATERIAL

BLACK CINDERS

GRATE EXTENSIONS

The sand/ember mixture can be stacked up to the
bottom of the grate in natural gas applications; how-
ever, this is not the case in propane applications. The
Vermiculite/ember combination should not be
stacked more than 1/2" above the height of the burn-
er pan in propane applications. Again, the sand pro-
vided with the hearth kit is NOT to be used in propane
applications. The Vermiculite provided with the gas
changeover kit must be used instead.

FIGURE 3
9- Carefully remove the two base logs from the box. Place the

longer of the two base logs in the front of the grate. The
shorter base log should be placed across the elevated
grate steps.

10- Light the burner as outlined in the operation section. Allow
the flame pattern to stabilize. You may have to adjust the
grate placement to achieve the desired flame pattern
around the logs. If you move the burner/pan assembly, be
careful not to disturb the gas connections. When you are
satisfied with the flame pattern, shut off the gas and
continue with the next step.

FIGURE 4

I ORIFICE REPLACEMENT - 18" LOG SETS I
1- Loosen the connection between the burner/pan

assembly and the safety pilot valve.
2- Remove existing brass spacer from pilot valve

assembly.
3- Remove existing gas orifice from pilot valve.
4- Install replacement orifice (provided).

NOTE - Use smaller #23 orifice for 18" log sets.
5- Re-install brass spacer.
6- Continue with installation (step 3 on page 2).

I CONVERSION FOR LEFT-SIDE GAS PIPING I
1- Remove the chrome plug from the hole on the left

side of the burner pan.
2- Loosen the connection at either the brass elbow or

safety pilot assembly.
3- Loosen nut securing burner to pan.
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d- Slide heat shield over brass burner tube connec
tion and resecure by reinstalling spacer (or air
mixer).

e- Reposition copper thermocouple tubing so that
tubing can be reconnected at the back of the pilot
valve. Reconnect pilot tubing in the side of the
pilot valve.
NOTE- After the unit has been converted for left-

side gas supply, the gas control knob will be upside
down when installed correctly.

7- Reinstall either the 90 brass elbow or the safety pilot
assembly.

8- Install the chrome plug in the hole on the right side of
the burner pan.

9- Continue with installation (step 3 on page 2).

4- Remove inset Allen set screw from end of burner.
5- Replace Allen set screw in opposite end of burner.
6- Lift the burner and rotate it so that the threaded end is

aligned with the hole on the left side of the burner pan.
Make sure the burner holes are pointed downward and
reinstall the burner nuts, securing the Burner.
NOTE- If the unit is equipped with a safety pilot assembly.
Pilot assembly must also be disassembled and reassem
bled for left-side installation as detailed below. Refer to fig
ure 5 for pilot assembly parts identification.

PILOT ASSEMBLY Conversion (Fig. 5)
a- Disconnect pilot and thermocouple tubing at pilot valve.
b- Remove spacer (or air mixer, if converted for use with LP

gas) from side of pilot valve. Pull heat shield away from
the pilot valve.

c- Flip pilot valve so that bottom is on top and gas connec
tion is now positioned correctly for leftside entry into
burner/pan assembly.

/ PROPANE GAS CONVERSION

A IMPORTANT

I

SAFETY PILOT ASSEMBLY
(Converted for left-side installation)

SPACER OR
AIR MIXER

FIGURE 5

1- Loosen the connection between the burner/pan
assembly and the safety pilot valve.

2- Remove existing brass spacer from pilot valve
assembly.

3- Remove existing gas orifice from pilot valve.
4- Install appropriate replacement pilot orifice.

NOTE- Use larger #42 orifice for 24" or 30" log sets
and smaller #43 orifice for 18" log sets.

5- Install brass air mixer with lockwasher on both sides
(all provided in changeover kit) in place of brass
spacer.

6- Unscrew thermocouple tubing from back of pilot
valve. Locate and remove existing orifice and install
replacement orifice provided in kit.

7- Continue with installation (step 3 on page 2).
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A WARNING

All gas-burning appliances produce smoke and car-
bon monoxide gas during operation. These fumes
can be harmful if not properly vented. The damper
must be open and the chimney must be drawing prop-
erly to ensure safe operation of this decorative gas
log set.

3- Locate the pilot. Refer to figure 6.
4- Depress gas control knob all the way and turn knob

counterclockwise to pilot position. Immediately light
the pilot with a match. Continue to hold the control
knob in for approximately 1 minute after the pilot is lit.
Pilot should remain lit and control knob should pop
back out when released. If not, repeat steps above.

5- To light burner flame, turn control knob counterclock
wise to "FULL ON" position.
NOTE- Adjust burner flame by opening or closing
manual gas shut-off valve beside fireplace.

PILOT ITHERMOCOUPLE
ASSEMBLY

I

I

I

A IMPORTANT

/WARRANTY

/ CURING REFRACTORY LOGS

/ PILOT FLAME ADJUSTMENT

Refractory gas logs are guaranteed for lifetime to the
original purchaser against destruction by fire or heat. If
the product should come defective manufacturer will
elect to repair or replace the logs free of charge.
Burners, grates and other hardware are guaranteed
against defects in materials and workmanship for 5 years
and will be replaced free of charge. Safety pilot assem-
bly is guaranteed against defects in materials and work-
manship for 1 year. The owner must pay all shipping
charges.
The warranty applies to the original equipment purchas-
er, subject to proof of purchase, and is not transferable.
Warranty coverage begins on the date of original instal-
lation. This warranty does not cover logs or other parts
that become defective by misuse, abuse, accidents or
mishandling.

The pilot flame should be a soft blue color and should
surround the last 1/2" of the thermocouple tip. The pilot
adjustment screw is located on the pilot valve just to the
right of the control knob. refer to figure 6. If the pilot
flame must be adjusted, use a standard slotted screw-
driver to turn the screw clockwise to reduce the flame or
counterclockwise to increase the flame.

The hard refractory logs provided with this set
require curing the first time they are put into
operation. You must follow the instructions given
for curing the logs to avoid cracking the logs with
continued use.

After lighting burner, adjust flame to 2". Allow flame to
burn for 30 minutes at this setting. Raise the flame an
additional 2: and continue adjusting the flame at 30-
minute intervals for a total of 3 hours.

HEAT
SHIELD

PILOT ADJUSTMENT
SCREW

PILOT MOUNTING -----
BRACKET

TURN CONTROL KNOB COUNTER-
CLOCKWISE TO PILOT POSITION.
PUSH CONTROL KNOB IN AND HOLD.
LIGHT THE PILOT AND CONTINUE TO
DEPRESS CONTROL KNOB FOR
APPROXIMATELY 1 MINUTE.

FIGURE 6
2- Push in the gas control knob slightly and turn it clockwise

to the OFF position. do not force. Turn on gas at the man
ual shut-off valve beside the fireplace. Wait 5 minutes. If
you smell gas, STOP! Turn off gas at the manual shut-off
valve beside the fireplace and recheck gas connections for
leaks. Do not continue until leaks are corrected. If you do
not smell gas, continue with the next step. Refer to figure 6.

SPACER OR
AIR MIXER

'Lighting Log Sets Without the Safety Pilot Assembly

1- Place the fireplace damper in the fully open position.
The damper must be in the fully open position any time
the log set is in operation.

2- Place a burning match on top of the pan material at the end
of the burner tube closest to the gas connector. Slowly turn
on the gas at the shut-off valve. Gas should ignite within
approximately 5 seconds.
NOTE-Adjust burner flame by opening or closing manual
gas shut-off valve beside fireplace.

Lighting Log Sets With the Safety Pilot Assembly

SAFETY PILOT ASSEMBLY
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IGLO-FIRE GAS LOG SET FIREPLACE SPECIFICATIONS

IMINUMUM FIRE PLACE DIMENSIONS

IMATCH LIGHT AND WITH SAFETY PILOT

NATURAL GAS

LOG SET FRONT WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT MINIMUM VENT MINIMUM GAS MAXIMUM GAS
SIZE IN INCHES IN INCHES IN INCHES IN SQUARE INCHES PRESSURE PRESSURE
18" 24 16 16 39 7"W.C. 10.5" W.C.

24" 30 16 16 48 7"W.C. 10.5" W.C.

30" 36 16 16 58 7"W.C. 10.5" W.C.

IMINUMUM FIRE PLACE DIMENSIONS

IMATCH LIGHT AND WITH SAFETY PILOT

LIQUID PROPANE

LOG SET FRONT WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT . MINIMUM VENT MINIMUM GAS MAXIMUM GAS
SIZE IN INCHES IN INCHES IN INCHES IN SQUARE INCHES PRESSURE PRESSURE
18" 24 16 16 39 11" W.C. 13" W.C.

24" 30 16 16 48 11" W.e. 13" W.C.

30" 36 16 16 58 11" W.C. 13" W.C.

GAS LOG BTU RATINGS
09/09/99

LOG SET SIZE NATURAL ORIFICE # L.P. BTU ORIFICE #
I GAS BTU DRILL SIZE DRILL SIZE

18" 75,000 + 26 55,000 + 43

I 21" 75,000 + 26 55,000 + 43
!
I 24" 90,000 + 20 60,000 + 42

I 30" 90,000 + 20 60,000 + 42

I 36" 90,000 + 20 60,000 + 42


